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Figure 1 : The MISTRA containment
with the three condensers

The containment :
The main characteristics of the containment are
the following : a volume of 100 m3, with an internal
diameter D = 4.25 m and a height H=7.3 m, so
that the linear length scale ratio between the mock
up and a nuclear containment is 0.1. Twelve
viewing windows are drilled for laser diagnostic
measurements. The containment is preheated by
steam condensation and insulated with rock wool.

The three condensers :
Three condensers are inserted inside the
containment, enlarged to the containment
diameter. Vertical pipes are fitted together into 24
elementary cells, made with 11 pipes. The cooling
water is divided into 4 sectors, then into each
elementary cell. Each condenser has its own
regulation circuit. This is specially designed to
ensure the most stable and uniform wall
temperature : the maximum outside /inside
temperature deviation will be lower than 2°C and
near 0.5°C for the nominal conditions. Besides,
one may vary the condensing area from 26 m2 48
m2 to 69 nrr using hot or cold water, or set on 3

stratification. The
condensation.

different wall temperatures leading to thermal
external part of the condensers is insulated to prevent any

The external circuits :
Steam and gas (helium or other gases) are injected through two different circuits,
then mixed through a nozzle inside the containment. An additional steam line is
designed for the wall containment heating. In all cases, the flow rates are controlled
and measured with sonic nozzles. As previously said, three different circuits are built
for the condensers thermal regulation. The condensed steam is collected in 6 circuits
: 3 circuits for the condensers, in order to set up the local mass balance, two circuits
to control the event of condensation on the wall containment and on the condensers
external part. Then, a circuit for the sump let study either the condensation or the
evaporation, and to control its area since it lies in fact in the containment bottom
without any enclosure. Lastly, a water spray circuit is operational.

Operating conditions :
Containment : P 0.6 MPa
Steam injection : 0.015 kg/s Q 0.15 kg/s
Helium injection : 5 10"3 Q 5 10 "2 kg/s
Wall temperature of the condensers :
Cooling rate of the condensers :
Spray circuit : 0.5 Q 4 kg/s

20°C T 140°C

T 200°C
T 240°C
T 200°C
40°C T 145°C
100°C/30mn

0.5 MPa P 1.5 MPa
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Grashof (wall condensation) :

Maximal thermal flux :
10 13 turbulent flow

5 kW/m2 (3 condensers) 0 15kW/m 2(1 condenser)
Injection :
Variable diameter :
Richardson :
Reynolds :

75 10"3m D
1 10"3(jet) Ri
Re in j 1 10 5

inj

inj

200 10 -3m
1 (plume)

INSTRUMENTATION
The measurements considered in MISTRA are related to : pressure, temperature,
steam and gas composition, velocity, total flux and condensed flow rate. As
previously said, they all will be simultaneously recorded, all over the tests. The
measurements will be applied first to set up mass and thermal balances, with a
particular attention for heat and mass exchange to the wall.
The second objective is to set up spatial mapping to locate the different physical
phenomena taking place in all the gaseous volume. Third, the use of laser
technologies such as laser Doppler velocimetry and Particule Image velocimetry will
be applied to instantaneous velocity measurements, letting then finely study the
phenomena, the turbulence, and the boundary layers near the wall [5].
The measurements are located on the walls and in the gaseous volume (table 1). In
this last case the sensors are removable, so that all the specifications arising from
calculations may be satisfied. The table 1 gives an example of the instrumentation
set up in the containment, dedicated to axisymetric flows. Most of the sensors of the
gaseous volume are concentrated on a so called reference plan, so that the
maximum distance between two sensors is lower than 1 meter axially and 0.5 meter
radially.

Measurement
type

Pressure

Velocity

Thermal flux

Temperature

Gas composition

Relative humidity

Condensed steam
flow rate

Experimental technology

Absolute
Differential

Vane wheel
LD.V
P.I.V

Thin heat flux sensor
Balance on the cooling circuit

Thermocouple

'Simultaneous sampling then analysis
by mass spectrometry

*Simultaneous sampling then analysis
with a dew point sensor

Mass flow rate measurement
Differential pressure measurement

Location

Gas

Gas
Gas

Near the wall
Condensing wall

Gas volume
Sump

Condensing wall
Containment wall

Gas

Gas

Condenser+sump
Wall containment

Sensor number

6

10
12 viewing
windows

6
3

57
5

108
102
50

<50

4
2

the same cells are filled with the steam and gas mixture
Table 1 : Set up of the instrumentation for axisymetric flow

All the sensors and the laser instrumentation are first tested in a specific testing
bench, fitted with a condenser panel and running in similar operating conditions as in
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MISTRA. For velocity measurements, vane wheels are calibrated using L.D.V.
technology, for different gas composition, temperature and pressure. No noticeable
deviation is observed. For gas and steam composition, a sampler has been
developed in our laboratory, suitable for 30 simultaneous samplings. Capillary pipes
are set up inside the containment, then connected to outside elementary cells that
are simultaneously filled with gas till reaching a limit pressure. The gas mixture
composition is successively analysed by mass spectrometer for air and helium, and
with a dew point sensor for steam. All the pipes ( length about 12 meters), and the
cells (volume about 200 cm3) are insulated and heated to prevent any condensation.
A cycle of 30 samplings and analysis takes about 5 min to 10 min, depending on the
dew point temperature measurement. For achieving 50 samplings, 2 successive
cycles are required.

TEST PROGRAM
The test program aims to reproduce all the phenomena occuring in an accidental
situation, in order to understand them, then to improve their modelling. Due to the
complexity of the problem, the phenomena are first separately studied, then
progressively coupled. On that basis, different test series are defined [1,4], all
focused on the study of velocity profiles, the resulting temperature and gas
composition mappings and the stratification in the containment.
The main series are the followings :

• Elementary convective flows, jet or plume : effects of injection conditions
• Steam condensation on regulated wall temperature : effect of the gas mixture

composition (steam and helium), steam overheating, pressure, variation of the
heat and mass exchanges with the wall and their modelling, then influence
between the total exchanged flux, the turbulence and the injection conditions
on the flow pattern and the stratification.

For these two series, steam and gas may be injected either on the central axis or out
of the center (that is suitable to 3D codes validation). Transient and steady state will
be studied.

• Water spray as mitigation device : effect of the temperature and the size of
the droplets on the exchange.

• Flow in different compartments that may be differently arranged, closed or
connected one with another. For the sump : condensation and evaporation
This will be suitable for the validation of the coupling between 0D and 3D
calculations.

• Simulation of an hydrogen recombining device : effect of a thermal source and
its location on the flow pattern.

• Simplified accidental sequence : any global test may be carried out from the
coupling of basic tests.

FIRST TEST MATRIX : HELIUM INJECTION IN THE CONTAINMENT

According to the test program, first test dedicated to the convective flow structure
without condensation are carried out. Helium is injected in the containment initially full
of air, at atmospheric pressure and ambient temperature. They aim to study transient
and axisymmetric flows, in an enclosed surrounding. Plume or jet structure, as well
as helium distribution in all the containment are studied. That differs from the usual
conditions of most of the tests described in literature [6-10], devoted to steady flow in
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semi infinite surrounding. Then, a comparison between experimental results and
calculations is proposed.

Experimental arrangement
For carrying out atmospheric pressure tests, the containment is opened through a
vent hole, located on the top and on the central axis. The same helium mass is
injected for all the tests, leading to a final molar concentration of 30%.
A diffusion cone fitted with a removable cap is designed to vary the injection diameter
: Djnj = 75 mm ; 150 mm ; 250 mm, but also to ensure a flat velocity profile at the
injection nozzle . It is set up in the bottom of the containment, along the central axis.
The mass flow rate, regulated with a sonic nozzle, is constant allover the tests.

The test matrix (table 2):
It is defined to study the effect of the three governing injection parameters :

\Pc Rnj)&- inj expressing the buoyancy to inertia ratio,The Richardson numberRiinj=
Pinf inj

the Reynolds number Re,-„,-= y '"7 WJ expressing the inertia to viscosity ratio and
l-knj

the geometric length scale ratio : L/Djnj with the height L= 5,5 m. The ratio D/Dinj with
the containment diameter D = 4,25 m, is also useful for evaluating the confinement.
Three values are chosen for Rijnj : 5 10~3 meaning to a jet structure as inertia forces
prevail, Riinj = 1 meaning to a plume structure mainly ruled by natural convection,
and Riinj = 0,1 as intermediate state. It can reasonably be assumed that Riinj keeps
constant values allover each tests, likewise Rejnj, since the final helium concentration
is low enough to neglect any deviation of the buoyancy term. These three values of
Riinj are obtained from a combination between the injection diameter and the mass
flow rate, so that the injection time range from 161 s to 4040 s. And the resulting
Reynolds injection numbers ensure turbulent flows.
As for the L/Dinj ratio (respectively D/Dinj), it ranges from 22,3 to 74,4 (respectively 17
to 56.6).

TEST

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

injection
mass flow
rate (kg/s)

1.00E-02

3.11E-03

4.39E-02

1.88E-03

7.90E-03

3.57E-02
1.13E-02

injection
time (s)

720

2260

161

4040

908

200

632

Dinj
(m)

0.150

0.150

0.150
0.075

0.075

0.250
0.250

L/Dinj

37.2

37.2

37.2
74.4

74.4

22.3
22.3

V(inj)
(m/s)

3,40

1,06

14.9
2.56

10.8

4.37
1.38

Re(inj)

4.24E+03

1.32E+03

1.86E+04

1.60E+03

6.71 E+03

9.09E+03
2.88E+03

Ri(inj)

1.10E-01

1.13E+00

5.68E-03
9.68E-02

5.48E-03

1.10E-01
1.10E+00

Table 2 : Helium injection test matrix
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Measurements
These first experiments in the MISTRA facility are very useful to validate the
measurement system. The instrumentation configuration is a reduced form of that
was previously exposed for the further steam injection tests: five vane wheels for
velocity measurements (first calibrated in a specific test bench with air helium
mixture) and the sampling system fitted with 18 lines connected to a mass
spectrometer for the concentration measurement. Pressure and temperature inside
the containment are recorded too. All the sensors are set up in a so called reference
plan squared with 8 heights and 4 radius. Although the central axis and the half
radius are preferential zones, the distance between two sensors, either axially or
radially does not exceed 1 meter. Lastly, to check up the flow symmetry, one
sampling line is set up in the plan opposite to the reference plan.
As for the data rate storage, velocity pressure an temperature signals are recorded
every 5 seconds, when a complete cycle for sampling and concentration analysis
needs 3 minutes.

Experimental results, calculations and discussion
Velocity profiles :
The axial velocity profiles are expressed with normalized values : V/Vjnj ( Vinj being
constant) as a function of z/Djnj.
The figure 2 presents the velocity profiles of a test Rijnj = 0,1 Rejnj = 4240 , recorded
at 5 levels on the central axis and at different time during the test. A comparison with
calculations computed with a k-â standard model, using the code CASTEM 2000
developed in the laboratory, exhibits a fairly good agreement.

Numerical model :
The model is for a 2D axisymmetric flow. The Boussinesq approximation is used for
an incompressible flow.

dx
Using the Reynolds averaging, the Mass Conservation equation becomes : dx ui=Q

The Navier Stokes equation becomes :

d,(u) + urdXj(ui)^dXj{{y+vt)Mu))-\lPadXip + p g, CHe

k2

The turbulent viscosity is determined by the k-e model: v = C —
v e

i
Where the turbulent kinetic energy is : k = —uiui and the dissipation rate: e = vu..u..

The transport equation for the helium concentration is described by :
DtCHe+UjdXjCHe=dXj{ {Db+vJac)dXjCHe ]

The diffusion coefficient is determined by the Brownian movement Db=1.e"5 m2.s"1

And the turbulent diffusion coefficient determined by the Schmidt number: ac= 0.7
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Figure 2 : Axial velocity profile for a test Ri inj = 0.1 Re inj =
4240 ; experimental and calculated values at different times

The results show two successive zones : first, an acceleration zone, mainly ruled by
the density deviation between the jet and the surrounding gas mixture, i.e the
buoyancy forces, then a deceleration zone meaning to an equilibrium between
inertia, buoyancy and viscosity forces and called the plume zone.
It can be noticed that all the velocity values decrease with time, since the buoyancy
effect decreases as all the containment is filled with helium. Nevertheless, the profile
structure is not affected, and the normalized elevation separating the two zones
keeps a constant value too.
It is well known that the flow in the plume zone has self similar properties, and may
be described with the analytical law : V =A(z/Dinj)"

1/3 [6-9] stated in stationary and
semi infinite surroundings. Both experimental values and calculations fail to predict
such a law, exhibiting that way the effect of the flow confining that induces large
backflow inside of the containment, and the effect of the non stationary flow too.

Synthesis of all the tests :
Since the final concentration of helium reaches 30% mol in the containment for the 7
tests, the synthesis of the profiles \ZNm\ as a function of z/Dinj at the end of the tests
(meaning to a same deviation between the density of the jet or plumes and the
surrounding gas mixture) may be discussed.
The figure 3 clearly states that the axial velocity profiles only depend on the Riinj
value, but not on the Fteinj value nor the UD\n\ ratio. It can be checked that the
normalized velocity keeps a constant value at the same elevation z/Dinj provided that
Riinj is conserved. Moreover, the values obtained from different tests fit the same
profile. In other words, the natural to forced convection ratio mainly rules the axial
velocity profile.
This synthesis is very useful to finely analyze the flow patterns and to define the limit
separating the different zones, that are stable with time as previously stated.
For Riinj = 1, the flow structure is divided into two parts : the acceleration zone for
z/Dinj < 3 with the maximum acceleration V/Vjnj = 2.3 at the end of the test, and the
deceleration zone for 3 < z/Dinj < 23 with V/Vinj =1.1.
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Figure 3 : Synthesis of the axial profiles VA/inj at the end of the 7 tests,
for a molar helium concentration of 30%

For Rijnj = 0.1, the flow structure is of the same pattern : acceleration zone for
<3 with [V/Vinj]max = 1.4 and the deceleration zone for 3< z/Dinj <30 with VA/inj > 0.5.
For Rijnj = 5 10"3 the velocity profile exhibits successive deceleration zones, specific

of jet flow. The expected three part structure [9-10] is observed during the tests, but
not clearly at the end of the test. The first zone, mainly ruled by inertia forces, lies for
z/Dinj < 5 ( the deceleration is rather weak with V/VjPj > 0.8 during % of the injection
duration, then falls to 0.65 at the end of the test, probably resulting of a squeezing of
the jet). Then the jet flow zone, where the deceleration increases owing to inertia and
viscosity forces lies for 5<z/D<10 with VA/inj > 0.3. in the third zone, defined for 10D <
z/Dinj < 61.9 buoyancy slows down the deceleration: VA/inj > 0.15.
To summary, the flow structures are very coherent with previous studies [6-10],
likewise the values z/Dinj separating the different parts, despite both the backflow and
the density evolution inside the containment. The axisymmetry of the flow is checked
with concentration measurement in the opposite plan.

Helium distribution in the containment :
The helium distribution inside the containment is analyzed from the concentration
measurements for the 7 tests, on the different vertical axis : ZA R, 1/4 R, 1/4 R and R=0.
The decrease of the helium concentration along the central axis clearly results from
an extension and a dilution of the flow in the surrounding gas. At about one meter
below the cap, the similar values of helium concentration measured at 3A R, Y2 R, VA
R and R=0 exhibit an helium cushion. From the value evolution with time, it seems to
be formed fast instantaneously . Then, the concentration profile on the middle axis
states a stratification from the bottom to the top.

Ri inj ~ 0,1 Re inj —

Central axis :
The figure 4 shows the helium concentration profiles of a test
4240 , recorded at 8 levels on the central axis and at different time during the test.
The comparison with the calculations exhibits a fairly good agreement, excepted near
the source, probably due to a failing of the measurement points number. But it should
be noticed that the concentration calculations on the middle axis (R/2) is rather good
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and not affected by the prediction at the injection (Fig 6). Very steep gradients are
noticeable for zJDin] <10 and 40% of the initial helium concentration is diluted in less
than 2.4Dinj (first measurement point). But, they are weakly affected by the increase
of the helium concentration in the containment as a function of time.

— t = 39 s cale
• t = 39 s exp

— t = 297 s cale
— t = 545 s cale
X t = 297 s exp
* t = 545 s exp

z/Dinj
Figure 4 : Axial profile of the helium molar concentration for a test Ri inj=0.1

Re inj=4240 ; experimental and calculated values at different times

Beyond z/D >10, the buoyancy effect decreases according to the decrease of the
density deviation between the central axis and the surrounding gas, so that the
stirring due to natural convection is not so intense and the concentration profile is
rather flat.
As for velocity profile in the self-similar zone, both experimental values and
calculations fail to predict the analytical law [6-10] : c(z) = B (z/Djnj)*

5/3.

Synthesis of all the tests :

The axial profiles are expressed with the normalized density : T=- S- , giving
A),o-P

the ratio of the density deviation between the central axis and the surrounding gas to
its maximal value calculated at the source. They are plotted as a function of zJDmi, at
the end of the injection, when the average concentration is about 30%mol for each
test, allowing therefore their comparison.
The figure 5 clearly exhibits the effect of both the injection numbers Ri inj and Re inj,
since each test leads to distinctive profile. The normalized density decreases all the
most slower as Reynolds number is high and Richardson number is low, i.e as inertia
prevails.

For the same values of Ri inj, the increase of Re inj slows down the decrease of ô
(tests 3 and 5). Inversely, the more the Ri inj value is high, the more the density
gradient is steep, exhibiting that way a dilution effect. It is obvious that natural
convection favors helium diffusion from the plume to the surroundings.
As the axial and density profiles are nearly coupled, it seems important to draw the
main conclusions.
For Ri inj = 0.1 or 1 : 40 % of the helium concentration at the source is diluted in less
than 2Dinj. That agrees with the velocity acceleration previously defined for z/Djnj < 3.



The increase of Ri inj leads to an increase of V/Vinj ratio simultaneously to a decrease
of the normalized density ratio ô. But buoyancy falls fast to ô = 0 for z/Dinj = 15. For
Ri inj = 5 10'3 : 40 % of the initial helium concentration is consumed in 10D, so that

buoyancy doesn't act in the jet zone.
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Figure 5 : Synthesis of the dimensionless density axial evolution
at the end of the tests for a molar helium concentration of 30%

Stratification
A stratification index is calculated on the middle axis R/2 and defined as :

c
Sc= max with C the average helium concentration in the containment, and 1 < Sc <

2 with this definition.The good agreement between experimental values and
calculations is checked (figure 6), and similar values are obtained using this definition
but with all the calculated points.

The figure 7 summarizes all the results. The evolution of the index Sc is plotted as a
function of Re inj, fitting a continuous curve.
In fact, the geometric scale ratio : D/Djnj, that expresses the confining inside the
containment doesn't affect the stratification value as illustrated with 4 tests (1,2,4,7).
Then, for similar values of Reinj, the evolution of Riinj from 0.1 to 1 doesn' t really
affect the stratification (tests 1,2,4,7). The maximum value Sc=1.16 is obtained for
minimum Rijnj = 5 10~3 and maximum Re^ =18 600 simultaneous values. According
to the definition of these two numbers, one may conclude that the gas stratification
increases as inertia prevails.
On the contrary, for the lower values of Re^ < 4000 and maximum values of Riinj =
0.1 or 1, the stratification index keeps quiet similar values : 1.05 < Sc < 1.08, stating
that way the quiet good accuracy of the concentration measurements.
Lastly, the stability of stratification has been checked half an hour after the end of
helium injection, despite the air entrance in the containment through the event in the
cap.
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Figure 7 : Synthesis of the stratification index measured just before the tests end, for a
molar helium concentration of 30% ; Dinj = 150 mm for the tests 1;2;3; Dinj=250 mm

for the tests 4 and 5 ; Dinj=75 mm for the tests 6 and 7

Complementary experiments
Two complementary experiments are performed (referred as test 8 and 9) with the
operating conditions of the test 1 : Ri inj = 0.1 and Re inj = 4240, but varying the
containment configuration : on one hand with four symmetric holes opened in the
bottom of the containment (test 8) , on the other, in the closed containment (test 9).
The pressure increases to 0.15 MPa in this last case.
The final helium concentration reaches slightly higher values : 40% for tests 8 and 9
than in the test 1 : 30%. But similar axial velocity profiles are set up, for similar values
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of Ri inj. In the special case of the test 9 performed in the closed containment, it is
worthwhile to specify that Ri inj- continuously increases from 0.1 to 0.2 owing to the
decrease of the injection velocity (resulting from the deviation of the helium density at
the source as pressure increases).
Similar steepness of the axial concentration profiles are set up too, excepted very
near of the source for : z/Djnj < 2.4, where the gas dilution is less important in the
tests 8 and 9 than in the test 1. One may then suppose that the gaseous volume of
the containment (enclosed or opened through the bottom) acts as a barrier, limiting
the extension of the plume in the surrounding gas. Nevertheless, the stratification
index reaches very similar value for the 3 tests : 1.06 <Sc< 1.08. The increasing of
Riinj from 0.1 to 0.2 doesn't really affect the stratification, confirming that way the
prominent part of Rejnj.

CONCLUSIONS
The MISTRA facility is now built, and the first tests dedicated to helium injection are
achieved. They provide a first data base for the validation of the multi-D codes,
dealing with convective flow and the resulting gas distribution, without condensation,
but in closed surroundings. The main characteristics of velocity and concentration
profile are checked, and stratification index are measured. That validates the
measurement systems and overall their use in a large volume facility. A good
agreement exist between experimental data and a calculation with the standard k-e
model.The next step of the test program will then deal with steam condensation
experiments.
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